
ACE Artisan wood master-workers creating verified art wooden
slabs, Live Edge Ace aims to offer their customers something
truly special – furniture that tells a story and can be cherished as
heirlooms for generations to come. They understand the
sentimental value and emotional connection that comes with
owning a piece of furniture with a rich history and unmatched
beauty.

Since its establishment, Live Edge Ace has been committed to preserving the art
of woodworking and showcasing the true mastery of their artisans. Their team of
woodworkers, known as the ACE Artisan Wood Master-Workers, possess a deep
understanding of wood and its intrinsic qualities. They have spent years honing
their skills to transform raw timber into exquisite masterpieces that combine
functionality and artistic expression.

What sets Live Edge Ace apart from other furniture companies is their dedication
to using only the highest quality wood. Each piece is carefully selected,
handcrafted, and finished to perfection. The wood used by Live Edge Ace is not
only durable but also possesses a distinct character and beauty that cannot be



replicated. From majestic red oak to elegant black walnut, their inventory boasts
a wide variety of wood species that cater to different tastes and preferences.

The process of creating an art wooden slab at Live Edge Ace is meticulous and
time-consuming. The ACE Artisan Wood Master-Workers begin by carefully
examining the raw timber, assessing its quality, and determining its unique
characteristics. They then proceed to cut the wood, embracing the natural shape
and contours of the tree, in a method called "live edge." This technique highlights
the natural beauty of the wood, preserving its organic form while creating
one-of-a-kind furniture.

Each piece of furniture created by Live Edge Ace is a masterpiece in its own right
and holds a story. The wooden slabs used in their creations have a provenance –
a history that dates back to the tree's growth, the forest it came from, and the
challenges it faced over the years. The ACE Artisan Wood Master-Workers have
a deep respect for the material they work with and strive to bring out its hidden
beauty while maintaining its integrity.

Live Edge Ace takes great pride in their workmanship and attention to detail.
They believe that every piece of furniture should have a purpose and enhance
the lives of those who own it. Their team of artisans combines traditional
woodworking techniques with modern design principles to create furniture that is
not only visually stunning but also functional and durable.

The underlying philosophy at Live Edge Ace is summed up in their slogan: "We
do it the right way but we do it different, we do it the Ace Way." This statement
speaks to their commitment to excellence and innovation. They understand that
in order to preserve the art of woodworking, they must continuously strive for
improvement and challenge conventional norms.

When customers purchase a piece of furniture from Live Edge Ace, they are
investing in more than just an object – they are partaking in a legacy. These
pieces are meant to be cherished for generations, passed down as family
heirlooms, and admired for their craftsmanship and beauty. Live Edge Ace
understands the emotional connection that can be formed with furniture and aims
to create pieces that evoke a sense of nostalgia, warmth, and timeless elegance.



Live Edge Ace stands as a testament to the art of woodworking and the
dedication of the ACE Artisan Wood Master-Workers. They create verified art
wooden slabs that embody craftsmanship, history, and unmatched beauty.
Through their meticulous selection process and commitment to excellence, Live
Edge Ace ensures that each piece of furniture tells a unique story and becomes
a cherished heirloom. By adhering to their slogan, "We do it the right way but we
do it different, we do it the Ace Way," Live Edge Ace continues to redefine the
boundaries of woodworking and offer their customers something truly special.


